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Do you want to know how to describe someone's character or personality in Spanish? These Spanish personalities vocabulary list will help! Learn to describe what a person like is crucial to any conversations in Spanish. So let's look at this list of Spanish words that best describe human character and
personality. aburridoboring afectuosoaffectionate ogilagile agradablepleasant alegrejoyful amablekind ambiosoambiciosis amigablefriendly amorosoloving apasionadopassionate ap'ticolistless atentoattentive atrevidosassy cautocautious celosojealous c'nicocynical coherentecoherent
consideradoconsiderate consternadoshocked brutal cuidadosocareful curiosocurious d'bilweak dependientedependent deprimidodepressed desali'adountidydy desconfiadodistrustful desconsideradoinconsiderate descuidadocareless directodirect discretodiscreet distantedistant distra'dabsentdivertidofunny dulcesweet educadopolite eficienteefficient ego'staselfish eleganteeleg anfAdadoanna engre'doarrogant entrometidointrusive entusiasmadoexcited exc'ntricoeccentric exigentedemanding fastidiosofastidious fiablereliable fr'ocold generosogenerous graciosoamusing gruengrumpi habiliskillful
hermos-colored histuricochisteric cobazanslaker; simple horrible imaginativoimaginative impacienteimpatient impulsivoimpulsive independienteindependent ingenuonaive inmaduroimmature inquietorestless insensitive deep intellectual interesanteinteresting intoleranteinto Intr'pidobold juguet'nplayful
listoclever maduromature maliciosomischischievous malmyen melancomel mentirosoliar meticulosometiculous taca'ostingy modestohumble nervioson ervioson ervi orgullosoproud pacientepatient pac'ficopeaceful pasionalpassionate pensativothoughtful perezosolazy perseverantepersevering
p'caronaughty poderosopowerful positivity pr'cticopractical pretenciosopre Realistaevosvocative revocadorvocative prudenteprudent puntualpunctual quisquillosofussy realistarealistic reservadoquiet responsableresponsible rid'culoridiculous seguroconfident sensatosensible Women's serioserious
servicialhelpful simp'tonice sincerohonest suciodirty superficialshallow talentosotalented t'midoshy tontosilly torpeclumsy tranquilocool tristesad valientebrave Here are some examples of sentences: Es cari'oso con su madre. He's affectionate with his mother. Es-Ogil para la gymnasium. He's nimble for
gymnastics. Andres es amigable con los Demes. Andres is friendly with others. Mi novio es muy celoso. My boyfriend is very jealous. Siempre estoy distra'do en clase. I'm always scattered in class. There are many more dictionary articles like this on this site, so make sure to check it out! Here are some
related articles:100 The most common Spanish adjectives How to describe the appearance in SpanishEjemplos de adjetivos de personalidadDo you have any vocabulary query that you want to be better at here? Let us know in the comments! There are thousands of adjectives that are used to talk about
someone's personality. In this article, we'll show you a list of common adjectives to describe a person in Spanish with an English translation. This vocabulary list is very useful when someone asks you about your family, your friends and you want to create a picture of what they look like. Just keep reading
to get a list of descriptive words or adjectives to describe someone's identity in Spanish. Adjectives to describe a person in Spanish - Spanish adjective personalityBelow is a list of the main words used to talk about someone's personality traits (personalidad)Positive adjectives Happy - AlegreSweetLindaTrustworthy - digno de confianzaPolite - Cortez / Edadouc'1 - CalladoAmbitious - cioso/Ambiciosa - AlegreSociable - SociableDeveli - AmigableResponsible - ResponsableHonest - Honesto/HonestaBrave - CalienteModest - Modesto/ModestaGenerous - GenerosoIntelligent - InteligenteHard-Working
- TrabajadorentPati - PacienteFunny - DivertidoKind - listaNegative adjectivePerseverant - PerseveranteAnnoying - Molestoso/MolestosaCareless - ImprudenteCautious - PrudenteLazy - Perezoso/PerezosaTalkative - HabladorStubborn - Terco/TozudoBad-hot-tempered - Malhumora Domean TakagnoSelfish - EgoostaPsessymist - PesimistaStupid - Estepido (male), estepida (female) Dishonest - Deshonesto/Dechonesta Rud - Grosero/GrozerAWhich to talk about someone's personality? If you want to describe your identity, you can say es___ (He is___) or Ella es___ (She is___). To describe
your personality or character, say, Yo soy___. Examples: It is ambitious - Ella es ambiciosaHe is ambitious - El es ambiciosoHe is friendly - El es simp'ticoShe hardworking - Ella es trabajadoraNote: In Spanish, the form of adjectives can change in a match with the person that they change. For more
information, please visit Spanish. Now it's time to try to describe your personality using the descriptive words or adjectives of the personality above! Be sure to use them regularly, so that they will become your long term memory. Tags Spanish dictionary Spanish adjectives In order to continue to use our
site, we ask you to confirm your identity as a person. Thank you so much for your cooperation. For a life, group visit lessons: Go to the contents of Spanish Spanish adjectives are crucial to learning and remembering if you want to speak fluent Spanish. Spanish adjectives will help you describe places,
things, and especially people! If you're learning Spanish, you may already know a few noun and verbs to continue the conversation. Now is the perfect time to start learning some extra, descriptive words! Words! will be many times in conversation when you are looking for just the right word to describe the
quality or trait, and our Spanish list of adjectives is sure to come in handy for each one. In this post, we will share how to use 46 of the most common Spanish adjectives. (You will also be able to download a free sheet to practice all the new dictionaries you learned at the end!) How to use Spanish
adjectives There are several ways to form sentences with Spanish adjectives. Here are a few examples to get you started. Juan es Mui mentirozo. Siempre bone cosas que no son verdad. Mis padres tienen un carecter fauer, pen son muy amables. Tengo mucho sentido del humor y por eso soy
gracioso. In most cases though, you'll use the verb ser in conjunction with the adjective. For example: Ella es sympathizer. Ellos son graciosos. Nozotros Somos organizados. Learning the conjugation of the verb ser will be a huge help when it comes to using adjectives properly. Now, are you ready to
learn some new words? Here are 46 Spanish adjectives to help you describe yourself, your friends and your family. (Some of these words can also be used to describe places and things). The final Spanish Additional Additional Practice with the Spanish adjectiveVant even more practice? You can
download the free sheet here to view the vocabulary above and practice forming sentences. You can also check out these additional resources to help you learn more about the Spanish dictionary and grammar: We hope you liked this guest post by Sarah from Spanish2Learn. Can you come up with any
more unique Spanish adjectives to add to this list? Let us know in the comments below! Photo Antoine K You are bound to meet many interesting, interesting people in your life. With big, bright personalities who strike you second you meet them. Especially when you are learning Spanish or traveling in
Spanish-speaking countries. But have you ever tried to describe someone in Spanish? If you're still in the process of creating your Spanish dictionary, these descriptions can end up being pretty simple - it's good, it's interesting. These simple words don't always get the job done. As we all know, people
can be quite complicated. And the adjectives that we use to describe someone really make an impact. It is normal, however, one of the hardest things about learning a second language is figuring out how to express yourself fully in that language. Simple words like good, medium, fun, good and bad are
easy to use and easy to learn, but they just don't capture our full range of emotions and thoughts! Of course, they will more or less get your point across, but with a wider Spanish you'll be able to express yourself more accurately and authentically on Spanish.Read at 30 awesome, unique, intriguing and
specific vocab words that you can use for people's personalities. It's time to go beyond the basics! Gender, number and adjectives: Fast RefresherWhen studying adjectives personality, it is important to keep in mind a few key Spanish concepts of grammar. GenderFirst, when you use an adjective to
describe someone, you have to take into account a person's gender. The general rule is that when describing a man, you have to finish the word in -o. When describing a woman, the end of the word in -a.Frequently, the words that end in consonant, in -e or in the suffix-ista whether you are talking about a
man or a woman. For example, the words fiel (loyal), cobarde (cowardly) and ego'sta (selfish) all remain the same, regardless of the gender of the person you speak to. Of course, there are many exceptions to this rule! Some of the words on this list end with consonant when male, but require addition when a woman, for example, encantador and encantador (charming). The best way to learn these exceptions is to study, study, study, and this certainly involves listening to native speakers to pick up their grammatical patterns. For further practice, check out this post on the mastery of the Spanish sex.
NumberWhen, using the adjectives of personality, make sure that the adjective coincides with the number of people you are talking about. With a few exceptions, adjectives should change when it comes to more than one person. If the word ends in a vowel, just add -s. If it ends in a consonant, add -es.
When you talk about a mixed gender group of people, the default is to use a male adjective form, even if there is only one man in the group! (While some men may include both female and male forms in colloquial Spanish to fairly represent both sexes, in general it is still avoided and is considered
verbose and redundant.) Are you a beginner looking for further practice? Don't worry-FluentU has you covered. Here's a great guide to pluralization in Spanish that we've put together for Spanish students. Then test your understanding with this free Spanish flash game courtesy of 123TeachMe, which
covers gender, quantity and adjectives. If you want to learn all this Spanish vocabulary and grammar in a fun, authentic, memorable way, you should definitely give FluentU a language learning program to try. FluentU takes real videos like music videos, commercials, news and inspirational conversations,
and turns them into a Spanish learning experience. Other sites use scripted content. FluentU uses a natural approach that will help you ease into Spanish and culture over time. You will learn Spanish as it is actually spoken by real people. FluentU has a wide range of video themes like football, TV
shows, business, movies and even magic As you can see here: FluentU brings native video within reach with interactive transcripts. You can click to click any word to watch it instantly. Each definition has examples that have been written to help you understand how the word is used. Also, if you see an
interesting word that you don't know, you can add it to the vocab list. Browse the full interactive transcript under the Dialogue tab and find the words and phrases listed under Vocab.Learn the entire vocabulary in any video with a reliable FluentU training engine. Swipe left or right to see more examples of
the word you're on. The best part is that FluentU tracks the vocabulary you're studying and recommends examples and videos for you based on words you've already learned. Each student has a truly personalized experience, even if they are learning with the same video. Start using FluentU on the
website from your computer or tablet or, better yet, download the iOS or Android FluentU app. Now, to our adjectives! Spanish Personality Adjectives: Basics in one minuteI know, I know we said we're going to go beyond the beautiful and mean. But you need to know the basics before you can go beyond
them, right? For your convenience, here are some of the most common personality adjectives you come across in Spanish.If you don't know how to pronounce any of these words, Forvo can help. This is a large crowd-sourced pronunciation guide for many different languages. Bueno /a - GoodSimp'tico/a
- NiceAmistoso/a, Amable - FriendlyDivertido/a - Fun, funnyAgradable - PleasantFeliz, Alegre, Contento/a - HappyInteresante - InterestingInteligente - SmartAburrido/a - BoringDesagradable - UnpleasantTriste - SadAntip'tico/ Now we're going to get a little more advanced. Each dictionary word in the
following list is accompanied by an example sentence to give you an idea of how these words can be used. However, if you need more examples, there are many great internet links that can help you get an idea of the use of the word native speakers. One resource is forums in WordReference, where
Spanish students can ask native speakers and advanced learners about specific words and phrases. I also found linguee's translation dictionary super useful. In addition to providing you with definition and translation, Linguee also provides side-by-side English and Spanish sentences that can help you
get an idea of the context in which the word is used. GoodHow do you describe someone who you think is really cool without just using the same words over and over again? These words will help you do just that.1 Atrevido/a - CourageousMi hija s'lo tiene seis a'os, pero le gusta patinar, escalar y bucear.
Es muy (My daughter is only six years old, but she loves skating, skating, and diving. She's very brave!) 2. Culto/a - CulturedMe gusta pasar tiempo con mis amigos cultos porque meestran cosas interesantes de otras partes del mundo. (I like spending time with my cultural friends because they show me
interesting things from other parts of the world.) 3. Digno/a - DignifiedLa Reina de Inglaterra es una mujer realmente digna. (The queen of England is indeed a decent woman.) 4. Encantador / a - CharmingNos ha gustado conocer a tu novio. Es un chico encantador! (We loved dating your boyfriend. 5.
Fiel - LoyalEn los libros de Harry Potter, Ron y Hermione son amigos muy fieles. (In the Harry Potter books, Ron and Hermione are very loyal friends.) 6. Gracioso/a - Gracious, FunnyGracioso/a is a multi-purpose word. It can mean gracious and charming. It can also mean funny or entertaining. In
addition, it can serve as a synonym for good or pleasant. This, however, does not mean graceful, which more correctly translates as agraciado/a or elegante. Los dos Hermanos son muy graciosos. Siempre nos hasen rear go. (Two brothers are very funny. They always make us laugh a lot.) 7. Listo/a CleverPerhaps have you heard the word listo before means ready, as in the phrase est's listo? (Are you ready?) However, when accompanied by the verb ser (to be) rather than estar (to be), listo is a personality trait meaning smart or fast. Es una chica muy lista. Siempre saka buenas notas. (She's a
smart girl. 8. Seguro/a - Self-confident when the description of objects, situations or places, seguro means safe. But when describing a person, as a rule, refers to someone who is confident or confident. (You can see that he is very confident because he dances in public without fear!) 9. Sincero/a SincereConf'o en mis amigos porque son mui sinceros y nunca me mienten. (I trust my friends because they are very sincere and they never lie to me.) 10. Tenaz - TenaciousLike other Spanish adjectives that end in z, if you want to use tenaz in a plural context, switch z for ces. Son of mui tenaces, y por
eso suelen tener Oxito. (They're very tenacious, which is why they tend to be successful.) NeutralSome of these words describe someone's personality without making a specifically positive or negative judgment. Others may be positive or negative, depending on the context.11 Caprichoso/a - Capricious,
quirky, moody, fickle Is one word that can have a positive or negative connotation depending on the context. You could describe a happy-go-happy person as a caprichoso, but the word can just as easily refer to someone flying or someone who doesn't think before acting. El es un poco caprichoso. Veces
parece muy feliz, se pone triste muy r'pido. (He's a little cranky. 12. Franco/a - Frank, frankFranco can also serve as a positive or negative descriptor, depending on the context. Es muy franco y siempre dice lo que piensa, pero a veces dice cosas ofensivas sin darse cuenta. (He's very outspoken, and he
always says what he thinks, but sometimes he says offensive things without realizing it.) 13. Hablador/a - TalkativeMi madre es muy habladora. «Hace amigos por todas partes! (My mom is very talkative. 14. Humilde - HumbleLike in English, humility can refer to someone modest, or someone who lives
without much luxury. Pesar de su inteligencia, sous dinero y su oxito, es una mujer humilde. Despite her intelligence, money and success, she is a humble woman.15 Mimoso/a - AffectionateMimoso should not be confused with the similar-sounding adjective mimado (spoiled), which is certainly negative.
La Nina pequenia es muy mimosa y siempre quiere dar abrazos a su madre. (The little girl is very affectionate and she always wants to hug her mother.) 16. Orgulloso/a - Proud, arrogant At times, orgulloso/a is positive and means to feel proud of something. However, in other contexts, the same word
can take on a more negative connotation, referring to a person who is perhaps too proud and bordering on arrogance. Mi colega es tan orgulloso que nunca me pide ayuda. (My colleague is so proud that he never asks for my help.) 17. Reservedo/ a - ReservedA ella no le gustan mucho las fiestas
porque siempre ha sido reservada. (The girl doesn't really like partying because she's always been reserved.) 18. Reasonable - SensitiveFalse cognate alert: Reasonable does not mean reasonable! Lloro cada vez que veo Bambi porque soy una persona mui reasonable. (I cry every time I watch Bambi
because I'm a very sensitive person.) 19. Sensato/a - Sensible, rational, prudentSensible does not mean reasonable, but sensato does! El no gan mucho dinero, pero ahoorra mucho porque es muy sensato. (He doesn't make very much money, but he saves a lot because he's very sensible.) 20.
Tranquilo/a - Kalma ale no le sparing nada. Siempre parece super tranquilizer. (Nothing bothers him. BadSometimes you meet someone who is just unpleasant. Express your disgust in subtler ways with these words vocab.21. Coharde - Trusliel Leon es Grande and Fuerte, Pero Tambian es mui
Coharde. (The lion is big and strong, but he's also very cowardly.) 22. Credulo/a - GullibleLos personajes en las peleculas de terror son siempre muy cr'mulos. (The characters in horror movies are always very trusting.) 23. Despistado/a - Scatterbrained, scattered ella bone que hoy est cansada, La
verdad es que es una persona despistada. (She says she's tired today, but the truth is that she's a distracted person.) 24. Selfish - SelfishThey may seem similar, but selfish doesn't exactly mean selfish. Also, be careful: the egosta ends in as well, whether you're talking about a man or a woman. La Nina
egosta does not compare sus juguetes con su hermana. (The selfish girl doesn't share her toys with her sister.) 25. Enganyoso/a - DeceitfulNunca volvere confiscator en un hombre tan enga'oso. I will never trust such a deceitful person again.26 Exigente - Peaks, demanding Es muy dif'cil cenar con il. Es
muy exigente y lard come hamburguesas y pizza. (It's very hard to dine with him. 27. Malcriado/a - Rude, naughtyMalcriado literally translates as ill-raised, but it can serve as a winged word for someone who has behaved rudely or misbehaving, especially a child. Un estudiante malcriado puede estropear
toda la clase. (One rude student can destroy an entire class.) 28. Mimado/a - SpoiledLa ignha mimada se queja si sus padres no le compran juguetes caros. (The pampered girl complains if her parents don't buy her expensive toys.) 29. Presumido/a - SmugEs verdad que es guapo, pen no tiene que ser
tan presumido! (It's true that he's handsome, but he doesn't have to be so smug!) 30. Thorpe - Clumsy Cue thorpe eres! Has a roto mi vase favorite! (You're so clumsy! Be sure to practice these words with a good set of flash cards or try to throw them in your Spanish conversations whenever possible. You
will have 30 powerful words that will help you describe almost everyone you come into contact with, whether you like their company or not! If you liked this post, something tells me that you will love FluentU, the best way to learn Spanish with real videos. Experience Spanish immersion online! Online!
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